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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Contact  networks  are  playing  an increasingly  important  role in  epidemiology.  A contact  network  repre-
sents individuals  in  a host  population  as  nodes  and the interactions  among  them  that  may  lead  to the
transmission  of infection  as edges.  New  avenues  for data  collection  in recent  years  have  afforded  us the
opportunity  to  collect  individual-  and  population-scale  information  to  empirically  describe  the  patterns
of contact  within  host  populations.  Here,  we  present  some  of the current  challenges  in measuring  empir-
ical contact  networks.  We address  fundamental  questions  such  as  deﬁning  contact;  measurement  of
non-trivial  contact  properties;  practical  issues  of bounding  measurement  of  contact  networks  in  space,
time  and  scope;  exploiting  proxy  information  about  contacts;  dealing  with  missing  data.  Finally,  we
consider  the privacy  and  ethical  issues  surrounding  the  collection  of  contact  network  data.
© 2014  The  Authors.  Published  by Elsevier  B.V.  This  is  an open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-SA
license  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
Introduction
Early mathematical models of infectious disease dynamics
treated all individuals as identical, and assumed that they all inter-
acted with each other at the same constant rate. More recent
models customarily split the population into groups distinguished
by characteristics such as age and location, introducing mixing rates
deﬁning interactions between groups (Mossong et al., 2008). Such
models still assume that all individuals within a group are iden-
tical, and that the interaction between two given individuals is
determined solely by the groups to which they belong.
In reality, social interactions are more nuanced and structured
than such assumptions allow. Each person has an individual set of
contacts that determine whom she may  be infected by and whom
she may  infect. These contacts can be described by a network: a set
of links between members of a population. Each link represents a
(pathogen-dependent) opportunity for transmission.
There is a long history of the use of networks in epidemiology, in
particular associated with contact tracing and outbreak investiga-
tions, which seek to identify risky interactions within a population
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(Klovdahl et al., 1994; Riley and Ferguson, 2006; Fraser et al., 2004).
Likewise, there has been a great deal of recent work in develop-
ing models of transmission through networks (Keeling and Eames,
2005); challenges associated with such modelling are discussed
elsewhere in this series (Pellis et al., in this issue).
There are many different types of network in epidemiology:
for example, we  can consider social or sexual contacts between
individuals; patient movement between hospitals; airline travel
between cities. In each case, the nodes represent relevant epidemi-
ological units (individuals, hospitals, cities) and the links describe
connections between nodes that could facilitate transmission. Here
our focus is predominantly on the measurement of links between
individual people, but many of the challenges below apply more
generally; we note that recent progress has been made in using
networks for understanding animal epidemiology, prompted in
part by large-scale measurement of livestock movements (Brooks-
Pollock et al., 2014).
In models that consider subgroups rather than individuals,
rather than requiring the strength of contact between individuals,
we need to know about contacts between groups.  This group-level
information is often collected through studies carried out at the
individual level (Mossong et al., 2008; Read et al., 2012; Eames et al.,
2012); thus the data-collection challenges associated with mod-
els that contain any sort of contact structure are related to those
inherent in network models.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epidem.2014.08.006
1755-4365/© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
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With perfect knowledge, any outbreak of a directly transmitted
infectious disease could be described by linking each infection to its
infector. This transmission tree would show the course of infection
through a population (Gardy et al., 2011). Such networks provide a
natural way of visualising and conceptualising infection processes,
and contain much information about those types of interactions
that result in transmission (Cauchemez et al., 2011).
A transmission tree is a real and – in theory – measurable entity
for pathogens that do not reproduce outside their host(s). How-
ever, the contact network – the network over which transmission
might occur – is a more challenging theoretical concept. To make
the fullest use of network methods, we require not merely the
transmission tree of one outbreak of a pathogen in a population,
but a network that contains all contacts relevant for transmission,
whether or not they have been involved in transmission during a
particular outbreak. Ideally, we would measure not only the pres-
ence/absence of a contact, but additional properties such as its
strength (weight), duration, and when it occurred. Although con-
ceptually straightforward, the challenge of obtaining information
about the weights and dynamics of interactions between all possi-
ble pairs of individuals at all possible times is vast. Approximations,
such as assuming that all weights are constant, are often made.
While some studies have sought to measure epidemiologically
relevant networks in populations of interest (Klovdahl et al., 1994;
Cauchemez et al., 2011; Conlan et al., 2011; Bearman et al., 2004;
Salathé et al., 2010; Isella et al., 2011), the number of such studies
is small. Below, we offer a set of challenges in collecting contact
network data relevant to dynamic transmission modelling. It is not
intended to be a complete list, and is biased by the preferences and
interests of the authors. We  hope that it will contribute to seeding
conversations, research projects, and healthy disagreements.
1. Deﬁning a contact
Our ability to deﬁne a potentially infectious contact depends
on our knowledge about the dominant mode of transmission. For
some infections, e.g. sexually transmitted and vector-born diseases,
the relevant contacts may  be difﬁcult to measure but are clearly
deﬁned, and we can propose empirical studies to refute or conﬁrm
the existence of speciﬁc network structures (Lewis et al., 2008).
However, the infection event is harder to deﬁne for respiratory
pathogens, where it is not always clear precisely how infection
passes from person to person. The infector and infectee must be
in the same physical space within a short period of time, but it is
difﬁcult to be more precise. For example, if modelling transmission
on public transport, can anyone on a bus be infected by anyone else
or only those “nearby”? Decisions about what types of interaction
matter are crucial when setting up network studies.
Proxy measures of contacts
We  are often obliged to work with plausible proxy measures of
contacts. Self-reported face-to-face conversations and skin-on-skin
contact are frequently used as proxy measures of potentially infec-
tious contacts (Mossong et al., 2008; Read et al., 2008). Age-speciﬁc
mixing patterns from questionnaire studies have been highly inﬂu-
ential in parameterising models of respiratory infection (Mossong
et al., 2008), despite potential problems of inaccurate reporting
and recall bias. The key challenge for the use of self-reported con-
tact data to inform network models is to validate the relationship
between reported contacts and infection. Modelling work has used
different measured contact patterns to ﬁt age-structured incidence
or serology data (Goeyvaerts et al., 2010; Melegaro et al., 2011), but
further work is needed to understand how to interpret the results.
For example, if patterns of interactions involving physical contact
provide the best ﬁt to serological sampling, does this mean that
infection actually spreads via physical contact, or just that such
contacts provide a good proxy in a particular population? Extend-
ing such studies to multiple populations and multiple pathogens
may  shed further light on this issue.
Integrating genetic data
Genetic data potentially allow the full description of the infec-
tion tree (Gardy et al., 2011). The combination of self-reported
social contacts and an accurate infection tree should permit much
more accurate assessments of the relative importance of differ-
ent routes of transmission, resulting in better predictive models of
infection events. A necessary step for making genetic approaches
useful is the collection of both genetic and detailed traditional
“contact” information in the same study. A key issue is the com-
pleteness of the data collected: if only a small fraction of infections
and/or a small fraction of relevant contacts are sampled, then it
will be difﬁcult to reconstruct infection trees or to draw conclu-
sions about networks (Volz and Frost, 2013). Complete sampling
is made even more difﬁcult in cases of asymptomatic infection or
when our understanding of what constitutes a relevant contact is
incomplete (Resik et al., 2007).
Counterfactual contact data
Many studies do not measure contacts that have actually led
to transmission; rather, they measure contacts that could poten-
tially lead to transmission. However, there is no guarantee that
individuals would behave in the same way when infectious (or
when interacting with infectious individuals) (Van Kerckhove et al.,
2013); such counterfactual scenarios are inherently unmeasur-
able. However, large-scale studies that quantify links made during
infectiousness would add greatly to our ability to select the right
mapping between “healthy” and “ill” contact patterns.
2. Bounding networks in space, time, and scope
An epidemiologically relevant network could, in theory, include
practically everyone in the world. Although sophisticated math-
ematical models may  include the population of the entire world
(van den Broeck et al., 2011), we are unlikely to attempt to mea-
sure this network. Therefore in any study we  must choose where to
bound our network. The decision will depend on available time and
resources, and on our understanding of what constitutes a relevant
study community.
Permeable boundaries
Almost all network studies are constrained to be within a partic-
ular pre-deﬁned study population, e.g. a school or hospital (Conlan
et al., 2011; Salathé et al., 2010; Isella et al., 2011). However, it
is only rarely – if ever – that there are no relevant contacts with
individuals outside the study population. How much does it matter
that we miss these “external” connections? In particular, how do
we deal with the seeding of infection into our population without
information about external contacts?
Time horizons
Studies may  provide snapshots of contact networks, but the
dynamic nature of interactions means that we  expect networks to
change over time (Bansal et al., 2010) (see Challenge 4, below).
How can we  best use networks collected over short time windows
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to understand the spread of epidemics over periods of months or
years?
Pre-deﬁned contacts
One approach to carrying out a network survey involves pro-
viding participants with a pre-deﬁned list of possible contacts. This
offers straightforward completion and data management, but is
impractical for large populations, and requires knowing in advance
who will appear in the measured network, precluding the iden-
tiﬁcation of additional contacts. Ideally, we would test different
methods of measuring the same network, but such comparisons
are challenging because of their non-independence if completed
by the same individuals, and because of their non-comparability if
completed by different individuals or at different times.
Setting the scale
Nodes need not represent individuals: they may  be house-
holds, towns, or countries. Contact data can be deﬁned at multiple
scales, for example the movement of animals between farms
(Brooks-Pollock et al., 2014), or the movement of people between
cities (Colizza et al., 2006). To what extent is measuring con-
tact/movement at coarse scales whilst ignoring the ﬁner details
of the network worthwhile? The answer will depend on the use
to which data are to be put, and the details of the population and
pathogen considered. Since detailed data about networks of con-
tacts between individuals in a large population or a large spatial
scale are generally absent, this challenge provides an opportunity
for useful interplay between models and data collection, with mod-
elling able to test a range of plausible scenarios and guide future
contact studies (Pellis et al., in this issue; Riley et al., in this issue).
3. Dealing with missing data
When contact data are used to parameterise standard math-
ematical models of disease transmission it generally makes little
difference if we fail to measure a few links. However, when using
a network to predict disease spread, missing links can have a huge
impact (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). Having determined the scope of
our study (see Challenge 2), if it misses some links, can we mean-
ingfully use it to parameterise a network model of disease spread?
This question cuts to the heart of network studies and network
models: if the answer is “no”, then it may  be the case that a net-
work model, perversely, is a less wise use of network data than a
simpler subgroup model.
Recall and identiﬁcation
Whether presented with a list of possible contacts, or asked to
name those with whom they interact, traditional network studies
demand that participants know the names of their contacts. Par-
ticipants may  be unwilling or unable to identify all their contacts.
Studies have shown that a substantial fraction of reported links
within networks are not reciprocated (Read et al., 2008; Smieszek
et al., 2012). The missing information is not a random sample of
the links, with “stronger” connections more likely to be recalled
and reported accurately. Can we afford to ignore unreported links,
on the assumption that they are epidemiologically insigniﬁcant?
Using ego data
Measuring a whole network – for the entire population that
might be affected by an outbreak, for example – is almost certainly
impossible in practice (though, in contrast to the counterfactual
scenarios of Challenge 1, possible in theory). However, we  may  be
able to measure the personal networks of contacts reported by a
set of individuals – egonets – perhaps even representatively. What
is the best we can do with these egonets? Do higher-order network
properties that egonets do not give information about – such as path
length and centrality – signiﬁcantly affect epidemic behaviour, or
can everything beyond number of contacts (degree) and clustering
be safely ignored?
Social network size
Perhaps the simplest social network question that one can ask is
‘how many people do you know’? Greater variation between indi-
viduals in their number of contacts has been proposed as a measure
of clustering in the underlying network (Zheng et al., 2006), which
shows some promise as a means of obtaining social network infor-
mation (Drumright and Frost, 2010). However, like all self-reported
information, it is subject to numerous errors, and it remains to be
seen whether additional information, for example on the psychol-
ogy of estimation, could be used to improve accuracy.
Contact tracing data
Contact tracing is a valuable source of network information, and
has potential to be tied in with genetic studies (see above). How-
ever, there is a degree of circularity in using contact tracing data in
network models: having decided a priori which contacts to trace,
we can only detect transmissions resulting from those contacts. To
what extent can we use contact tracing data to parameterise net-
work models? Until we  are able to test biological outcome data
against reported contacts, we  cannot know what fraction of infec-
tions contact tracing captures; genetic sequencing of pathogens
from potential infector–infectee pairs could help interpret contact
tracing data.
4. Measuring weighted and dynamic networks
We  do not expect networks to remain constant over time. Most
studies provide at best a snapshot of a network, and measure links
as present/absent, so most models assume that links are ﬁxed and
unweighted. How do we handle situations when links within a
network have their own  properties and dynamics?
Weighted networks
Are measurable weights (e.g. duration or frequency of interac-
tion; presence or absence of physical contact) well-correlated with
risk? Studies indicate that some measures of link properties gen-
erate better model ﬁts to incidence data than others (Goeyvaerts
et al., 2010) (see Challenge 2, above), but can we  conclude that these
measures of weight are more generally suitable? If we can robustly
quantify link strength using available data for a pathogen of inter-
est, we will be able to make network studies substantially more
effective.
Dynamic networks
Can we make progress on dynamic networks when we  often
measure little more than binary snapshots? If we ask about the
dynamics of particular links (e.g. frequency or duration of a link), do
unmeasured correlations matter? Electronic data collection gives
scope to delve in much more detail into the ﬁne scale dynamics of
links, but is limited by boundary issues – further exacerbated by
the fact that the members of the network that we would like to
measure will change over time. Detailed measurement of dynamic
links would allow us to understand how contact networks evolve in
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response to extrinsic and disease-related processes, and how these
topological changes inﬂuence the spread and evolution of infection.
Stability of superspreading
Superspreaders, individuals with high connectivity, increase the
heterogeneity in a network. How can we distinguish between het-
erogeneous individuals and a heterogeneous population? Are the
superspreaders of today also the superspreaders of tomorrow?
What are the time-scales of individual-level heterogeneity? Sim-
ilarly, should superspreaders be deﬁned just by their degree or by
their link weight (i.e. weighted degree). This has potential ramiﬁ-
cations for targeted interventions (Eames et al., 2009).
Changes in response to infection
Individuals respond to infection through changes such as avoid-
ance of infected individuals or a change in daily activities due
to illness (Van Kerckhove et al., 2013). Are these changes pre-
dictable? Do the changes lead to a change in ﬁrst-order network
properties (e.g. degree) or does global structure also change (e.g. a
reduction in long-range travel)? This has consequences for use of
“non-infection” network studies in predicting infection dynamics;
if we knew which links were likely to be retained during illness we
would be able to make far more conﬁdent use of available network
data.
Generalisation of networks
Network structure varies from place to place. Are network prop-
erties consistent between comparable places? What does a UK
social network from 10 years ago tell us about infection in Poland
today? What characteristics of a place should be similar to con-
sider generalisation of network data? This has consequences for
decisions about where to carry out network studies, particularly
with reference to hard-to-access populations.
5. Exploiting indirect information about networks
Although it may  be costly to collect detailed network informa-
tion, the method of sample collection itself may  contain indirect
information pertinent to contacts. Even if indirect measures of the
contact network itself may  be unavailable, such information may
inform mechanistic models of network formation.
Respondent driven sampling (RDS)
Many studies, particularly in the context of HIV surveillance,
have employed RDS, in which individuals invite their friends and
acquaintances to participate in the study. This generates a ‘tree’
of who recruited whom, embedded in the underlying social net-
work (Poon et al., 2009; Wejnert, 2010). As individuals are often
asked about their relationship with their recruiter, information on
the overlap between social and sexual networks may be obtained.
However, RDS may  generate a biased sample of the underlying net-
work, as ‘seed’ individuals are often sampled at convenience, and
complex mechanisms may  be in play when participants choose
from amongst their contacts and when individuals decide whether
to join the study. It remains a challenge to determine whether RDS
can provide accurate information on the underlying network.
Time-location sampling (TLS)
TLS is often used when the target population congregates in
some physical (e.g. bars and clubs) or virtual (e.g. an internet
chatroom) location. As locations may  structure social and sexual
networks, data on these locations, while unlikely to offer detailed
insights, may  help to rule out particular network structures and
generate more representative estimates of population composition
(Karon and Wejnert, 2012). Data on an individual’s “afﬁliations” to
particular places have yet to be fully exploited (Frost, 2007), in part
due to the lack of methods that can be applied to these sources of
data. Like RDS, TLS also generates a biased sample of the network.
While only a fraction of venues may  be sampled, it may  be pos-
sible to get indirect insights into other venues through reports of
individuals who visit multiple venues.
Electronic social data
The growth of internet- and phone-derived social data offers
new opportunities for the inference of social networks. Location
data are captured for many people when they phone, browse, and
tweet. In theory, it may  be possible to link genuine social inter-
actions and co-location. However, as with other novel ways of
capturing networks of potentially infectious contacts, the key chal-
lenge remains the validation of the inferred networks. Common
pathogens such as inﬂuenza (Broniatowski et al., 2013) that infect
all ages offer an attractive system for the robust comparison of mod-
els based on these exciting new data with biological outcome data.
Mechanistic models of networks
Rather than try to measure the network itself, either directly
or indirectly, it may  be possible to build mechanistic models
of interactions, through which the structure of the contact net-
work emerges. For example, Eubank et al. (2004) used dynamic
bipartite graphs to model the contact patterns that result from
movements of individuals between speciﬁc locations, generated
by agent based models parameterised with census, land-use and
population-mobility data. It remains a challenge to verify such
approaches against direct measurements of interactions, and to
determine what scale of network data – whether on a group level
or an individual level, for example – such methods can reliably
generate.
6. Personal information and ethical concerns
Unlike most contact surveys, network studies are necessar-
ily non-anonymous. Will ethical considerations restrict network
studies? Although social media encourage us to share social infor-
mation, can we  continue to persuade participants that researchers
can be trusted not to misuse personal information?
Sensitive information
Certain data are sensitive. Questions about sexual mixing
behaviour are inherently personal, and questions about physi-
cal contacts may be considered intrusive in some communities.
Researchers must engage sensitively with study participants to
ask reasonable questions in reasonable ways. There is little point
in asking the perfect scientiﬁc question if participants feel unable
to answer it honestly. Electronic self-administered questionnaires
(Prah et al., 2013) are a practical way of enabling participants to
preserve their privacy.
Acceptability of automated data collection
Radio tagging has been used to collect network data in bounded
settings including schools (Salathé et al., 2010) and hospitals (Isella
et al., 2011), allowing contacts to be recorded anonymously. Where
such studies have been successful, they have achieved a high level
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of “buy in” within a speciﬁc community. It remains an open chal-
lenge to conduct and interpret such a study in a general population
setting, where community engagement will be harder and uptake
lower.
Second-hand information
It is generally accepted that study participants may  choose
to disclose information about themselves. However, in a non-
anonymous study, is it appropriate for person A to disclose
information about person B without B’s consent? Much of the
information requested in network studies would not be deemed
especially sensitive, but this may  not always be the case.
Researchers should engage with medical ethicists and the public
to help determine where should we draw the line.
Concluding remarks
Network models require a huge amount of detailed information.
Ideally we would to measure everything – contacts, illness, and
transmission trees – using all plausible methods; we  would then
seek a “minimal” set of data necessary to understand and explain
epidemic behaviour.
However, this is impossible. Much that we wish to measure is
unmeasurable (either in theory or in practice), and in many cases
we do not know what we ought to be measuring. Even if it were pos-
sible, we would need to repeat the exercise for other populations,
pathogens, and times. In practice, as with all modelling, we must
make assumptions and simpliﬁcations based, to a certain extent,
on intuition and hope.
Modelling has come a long way since the days of homogeneous
mass action models, in part driven by better data and a better
understanding of the role that contact patterns play in transmis-
sion. Continued advances will be enormously valuable in predicting
the spread of infection and guiding interventions. For example, the
impact of targeting “high-risk” groups depends on how strongly
those groups interact with the rest of the population; the impact
of social distancing and hygiene-based interventions depends on
which contacts and which properties of contacts contribute to
transmission. Thus, the more we know about epidemiologically
relevant networks, the better use we can make of our resources.
Recently the ability to measure aspects of contact networks has
increased dramatically. Large-scale contact studies have been car-
ried out over the internet (Eames et al., 2012), or using electronic
sensors (Salathé et al., 2010; Isella et al., 2011), and collection
of complete cattle-movement data is becoming commonplace
(Brooks-Pollock et al., 2014). The genetic sequencing revolution
may  help to determine more precisely which aspects of interactions
are important for transmission, allowing us to reﬁne our ques-
tions. Mathematical modelling of transmission within networks
(Pellis et al., in this issue) has a key role to play in providing
guidance about which details of networks and behaviour are most
relevant to infection risk at the individual and population level;
there is scope for beneﬁcial collaboration between modelling and
data collection, especially at the study design stage, to help net-
work measurement studies focus on the most epidemiologically
important aspects of networks. Although considerable challenges
remain, there is every likelihood that network-based approaches
will remain a vital method for the understanding and control of
infectious diseases.
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